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Intention

The Soul Self Series was created to nurture awareness in oneself through self
discovery and exploration. This is a non-denominational guidebook series, and
devoted to nurturing critical thinking skills through conscious connections.
Each title is a stand alone book and can be read in any order as you wish.
All books follow a familiar format, so the principles can be consumed easily.

Format

The content is purposely concise to provide readers with bite-size reflective
topics to consider. There are no wrong answers! This activity is simply
thoughtful questions, which are posed as possibilities. Notations, journaling,
doodling, and speculative pondering are encouraged to prompt engagement,
and enlist mindful critiques for enrichment, and expansion.

Best Use

For individuals it is suggested to print the journal pages of the book, and grab
a pen. While reading you can then immediately capture your thoughts and write
them down on the notation spots. As the book progresses, your thoughts will
develop into more ideas. So taking notes along the way will aid your memory.
It is not necessary to write down full sentences! Just jot down key words that
inspire you while contemplating concepts and theories.

Group Facilitation

Although this guide is in a workbook format, it is designed with larger type so
the content can be viewed on an overhead for group presentations. There are
separate individual and group Q&A pages for key topics. As well, a self reflection
page for journaling concludes this topic.
These guides offer options! Teachers can direct students to explore and answer
questions individually, in small groups, or by guided whole group discussions.
All Q&As are in black on white, to be printer friendly, and to conserve ink.

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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About the Ego
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As stated, the ego initially was to ensure human survival.
As human consciousness evolved, so did the ego which
morphed unto its own, yet still interlocked with the workings
of the human mind.
It is important that you understand the ego, while still a part
of your mind, is not an everlasting piece of your soul self.
The ego will “die” with your awareness thereto. And will
remain with this physical 3D dimension along with your
body when your soul self departs this experience of life.
The ego displays many faces and cloaks.
Here are some of its characteristics:
●
●
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●

It presents the illusion (or delusion) of false identity.
It is a psychological mind condition based in fear.
It operates and feeds off the unconscious mind.
It functions best when it goes unaccounted for.
It creates attachments for the identity of self.

●
●

The ego causes, supports and procures:
●
●
●
●
●

Competition and separation
Negativity and polarization
Inequality and judgment
Domination and control
Human suffering
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Identification
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The ego seeks identity with things. And it needs the ingredient
of time to ensure its survival in our psyche. The ego keeps pain
alive using the vehicles of past and future time. As well, the ego
needs the mind’s identification with an event experienced in the
past, or as projected into the future.
Ask anyone if they want to be rid of their psychological pain and
their answer is YES...unless, their ego mind is attached to a
pain identity as if it is their own. This is not unusual at all. How
many people continue to relate to—identify with their past: A
divorce, a war, a death, or a family dysfunction? Events in our
lives become labels of who we no longer are. Yet we cling and
relive past life encounters and let them consume our thoughts.
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In many trauma cases, people identify and live in their past
because their suffering has become a familiar road. This routine
state of being becomes entrenched because it is easier to stay
with the known than to disassociate from it. This pain is a false
identity the ego creates to keep one’s mind locked in. The ego
creates FEAR, which keeps many folks from stepping from the
known into the uncharted unknown. People fear losing an
identity of any kind, because identity gives them purposeful
self worth.
Remember your soul self is who you are; eternal and the
essence of your true being. The brain, the mind’s ego, and
thoughts are just aspects of our makeup to help us traverse
this journey we call life.
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If the ego needs identity to exist, why do people seek to identify with thoughts that
are harmful and/or negative?

Why do people continue to struggle with their ego mind, even when they are
aware of it?
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Are there any benefits to the existence of the ego? Rationalize your ideas by
communicating your thoughts out loud.

Group Participants:
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Attachment
As the ego needs identity, it also requires attachment to exist.
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Resistance is the ego’s attachment to identification.
Resistance is the ego’s way of keeping a person’s mind
bonded with- and committed to identifying with their beliefs.

A new idea is often met with resistance. Again, because
stepping from the familiar to the unfamiliar—the known to the
unknown—creates anxiety and other fear based emotions.

If our mind is not attached to- and does not identify strongly
with a belief (as being our own), our self identity would not be
challenged or stressed. It is common for new teachings or
different ways of interacting to disrupt a person’s comfort level.
When our thoughts become displaced from the familiar this
causes feelings that evoke an emotional response.
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The ego is the catalyst if a belief (identity) feels threatened.
Resistance is the ego keeping identity of itself secure.

It is natural to guard against change as this is pure instinct.
The ego’s job, rooted in creation, is to secure the continuation
of our species. The ego is not an evil entity. It’s tenacious and
purposeful. It is for the mind to become evolved beyond that
which it allows the ego to influence it. Discerning the
usefulness of the ego’s role is an ongoing selective process.
Learn to observe your ego. Discriminate its merits. And use it
as a tool to serve your highest purpose going forward.
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Emotions
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Love, hate, fear, anger and happiness are emotions that arise
from the mind’s interpretation of an event. Feelings are mentally
created from an experience which then transforms into physical
emotions.
Feelings and emotions is your body’s way of talking; relating
and reacting to messages sent from your mind (thoughts).

Emotions can be overwhelming, but more important, they
indicate our state of conscious. It is vital to feel, to tap into our
emotions. Feelings guide us in our choices. Emotions help us
navigate our emotional-spiritual-body well being.
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Consciously connecting your emotional status to the way in
which your mind processes information and experiences, you
can benefit and begin changing any ego based thought pattern.
Feelings and emotions are not to be dismissed, disregarded or
buried. For if they go unacknowledged the body will find a way
to get you to listen. Through mental and physical disease and
illness the body will manifest a way to bring about awareness.
Your body will talk, then scream to get attention. Root causes
of distress can only be dealt with through interactions with our
mind. Truly—our bodies are amazing communicators!
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Self Worth
While the ego helps in creating a healthy self esteem, its
polar opposite diminishes a person’s sense of self worth.
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Because the ego uses fear, it carries along the notion of
lack of- never being enough- or not being complete.

If one does not understand that their essence, their soul self
IS ENOUGH, the ego will starve one’s self worthiness.

To fill the gap of lack, a person will pursue material wealth or
items to possess. Or quest for mental idols of status, power, or
control. In obtaining what one believes will make them whole
they continue to fill the vast void.
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How many times have you heard others say—or even thought
yourself; I will be happy when this goal is met, or when this
happens, or when I acquire this or that?
This conditional thinking pattern comes from your self worth
belief that you are never enough. The ego flourishes in this
mind set because it is identity based through the projection
of time.
Self gratification can never be satisfied when the ego
is along for the ride.
YOU are COMPLETE.
YOU are ENOUGH—JUST AS YOU ARE!
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How and why does the ego create resistance? Explain both the how and why.

What would humanity be like if ego did not exist in the first place?
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Does the ego need an unconscious mind to engage one’s thoughts?

Your Name & Date:
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Topics to
Ponder & Discuss
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Describe some mind/body
actions to free yourself
from your ego.

Is there a circumstance where
your ego might be of
assistance to you?
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Is it possible to eliminate
one’s ego through full
conscious awareness?

Describe what earth life
would be like without the
interference of the ego.
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How to Question if
Your Ego is Talking
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Do I have a need to be always right?
Or, do I seek to understand?
Do I want to control the way someone thinks?
Or, do I encourage new ideas?

Do I seek gratification because I believe it will make me happy?
Or, am I happy as life is now?

Do I think conditions have to be my way to make me comfortable?
Or, do I think every situation is an opportunity for discovery?
Do I crave to always win—be the best of my class or group?
Or, do I enjoy obtaining the best performance just for myself?
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Do I think I am better than another because I have wealth?
Or, do I believe I am fortunate to have abundance.

Do I judge others because of their unconscious behaviors?
Or, do I know that others have their own paths in life?

Do I examine my thoughts and constantly validate them?
Or, do I question the way I think, explore other options,
and open up to new possibilities?
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Sign & Date Your Reflections.
Your Future Self May Enjoy Reminiscing!
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Thank YOU for Previewing

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!

Enjoy Other Books in this Series!
For Questions & Inquires
Visit PattyAnn.net

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
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